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ABSTRACT	 OF POOR QUALITY
Bioprostheses have been in use since the early 1950's.
However, it has been the different fixation and stabilization
techniques for biological tissue that have increased the relia-
bility of heart valve replacement surgery. The bioprostheses are
preferred over the totally artificial valves because of certain
very important advantages that are present. The bioprostheses
are less thromboembolic, cause a lower incidence of hemolysis,
and fail in a slow progressive manner.
This research project used both Laser Doppler Anemometry
(L.D.A.) and accelerated fatigue testing in an attempt to assess
the durability of certain bioprostheses. The L.D.A. system was
made up of a number of different complex: components, each with
its own function fully described in the texct. L.D.A., a non-
invasive fluid flow measurement technique, was utilized to
monitor the function of the cardiac valves over time. This was
done through flow characterization in an aortic flow chamber,
designed to closely simulate in vivo conditions, both in the
near vicinity (sinuses of valsalva region) and also somewhat
downstream (aortic region) from the valves. The flow character-
istics were made up of various velocity profile=_ taken through
the central plane of the channel after the required accelerated
test intervals. The accelerated fatique tester operated by open-
ing and closing the valves at a rate of 1 300 R.F.M., about 18:;
the normal rate. The accelerated tester continuously maintained
physiologic conditions in terms of both the closing pressures
and the environmental temperature.
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The tri-leaflet Ionescu-Shiley Low Profile Mitral Valve and
the tri-leaflet Carpentier-Edwards Low Profile Aortic Valve were
chosen as the test valves for this study. Both are pericardial
valves mounted on a flexible stent and chemically treated in a
glutaraldehyde solution. The pericardial valves show an improved
hemodynamic response and indicate a lower rate of thromboembolic
complications in comparison with the porcine bioprostheses.
The results from the two test valves indicate a definite
change in the flow characteristics downstream from the valve
after certain accelerated test intervals. The high velocity
cross-sectional flow area seems to increase over time in use,
causing a decrease in the peaE:: velocity. The tissue became more
flaccid in certain areas, and tears were apparent at about 9.4
million cycles for the Ionescu-Shiley valve and at '24 million
cycles for the Carpentier-Edwards valve. This corresponds to
approximately 2 and 5 years of implantation for the IonescU-
Shiley and Carpentier-Edwards valves respectively.
Doppler Ultrasound is a technique currently used in vivo
for the measurement of peak blood flow velocities in stenotic
vessels. From the present research results, it appears that
there would be a characteristic peak blood flow velocity change
in the near vicinity cf thin
 bioprostheses due to fatigue of the
valve, if calcification were not present. Therefore Doppler
Ultrasound may become a feasible technique for monitoring the
function of bioprostheses over time in vivo.
iii
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INTRODUCTION
^thetic heart valves began primarily in
the early 195o's. bioprostheses, which are those prosthetic
devices that are mainly composed of biological tissue, were
successfully implanted by Lem, Aram, and Munnell in the
1
descending thoracic aorta of dogs in 1952.	 These valves were
actually fresh aortic valves taken from human cadavers. At
around the same time Hufnagel and Campbell independently
developed the ball and cage artificial mechanical valve.
Interestingly enough, this design was most likely taken from the
ball and cage bottle stopper which was invented and patented
4
by J. B. Williams in 1858.	 These mechanical valves were also
implanted into the descending thoracic aort a of dogs to correct5
for aortic valve incompetence.
As technology progressed different designs for prosthestic
heart valves began to appear and also different materials
became applicable. In terms of bioprostheses, interest began
to develop in heterografts or animal grafts. One reason for
this was the work of Dr. Alain Carpentier in France. French
regulations did not permit the removal from a cadaver of any
I	 tissue within the first 48 hours of death. At that point the
6
cardiac valves were infected and therefore useless.	 Hence
Dr. Carpentier decided to study animal tissue for use in
bioprostheses. After intense research it was found that
the porcine or pig's heart most closely matched the size of
6
the human heart.	 Therefore the porcine valves themselves
could be used directly as valve implants. Initially direct
2
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valve transplants were attempted with little success; then the
stent was invented onto which the valves could be mounted.
This improvement increased the success rate for valve
7,8
replacement drastically. 	 Also a number of different tissues
were investigated for use as cardiac valves: pericardium,
aortic wall, veins, fascia later, and dura mater; the pericardial
6, 9, to
valves being the most successful.
Preparation and fi >: ation methods for the biological
tissue also improved over time. Initially after valve
replacement host response was desired; it was thought that the
11. 1
h(-,st cells would grow and regenerate the valve. 	 Either a
burferad mercurial solution or formalin solution was used
for preservation in the mid 196U'3. However, for long term
durability these methods proved ineffective. Regeneration by
host cells did not occur, in fact these cells were harmful
to the tissue. Thus the tissue had to be chemically treated
to protect it from cellular attack: and prevent collagen
6
degeneration.	 The number of cross linkages between collagen
molecules has been found to be an a>ccellent indication of the
stability of the tissue. Mechanically the cross linking
decreases the compliance of the tissue structure where relative
1=,14
movement between fibers takes place.
	 Different chemical
treatments were tested to either introduce cross linkages or
to reinforce the existing ones. Of those tested, glutaraldehyde
proved to be the best for increasing stability and decreasing
6,1;-15
host cellular response.	 It was at p his point in the late
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1960's that the term bioprostheses came into use, in order to
dif4srentiate between a non treated graft and the glutaraldehyde
7,12,16
fixed tissue.
The %tent, which was mentioned earlier, was developed
with the idea in mind that the bioprostheses could be standard-
17
ized, wile alleviating certain failure mod:%.	 Another major
factor in the invention of the stent was the realization that
with the valve mounted on a more rigid structure a fairly com-
plete pre-operative analysis of the valve function could be
accomplished. Initially the %tent was designed with a circular
shape, but this proved to be inappropriate. The stent must con-
form to the shape of the valve, so as not to inhibit its opera-
18
tion. Also there is a musculature problem with animal valves in
comparison with human valves. In animals, the interventricular
wall extends to the base of the right coronary cusp, in essence
supporting the cusp. If this support were to be cut it could
6.9.18
lead to weakening and finally early failure of the valve.
Therefore the stent had to take on some asymmetrical configura-
tion.
Prosthetic valves, whether primarily made up of biological
materials or whether totall y artificial, must meet certain
criteria for their applicability in vivo. Dwight E. Harken
in 1962". who had established the first intensive care unit
at Peter bent Brigham Hospital in 1950-51 and also heiped to
develop the ball and cage valve in 1960, stated that the
r+^
criteria which must be meet for desirable prosthetic heart
I
o^
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Nowr
valves are as follows: 1) The valve must have lasting physical
and geometric features and be capable of permanent fixation in
the normal anatomic state. 2) The valve should be chemically
inert, nonthrombogenic, and harmless to blood elements and must
not annoy the patient. 3) The valve must open and close
promptly during the appropriate phase of the cardiac cycle and
19
should offer no resistance to the physiologic flows. 	 A
more recent version of the required criteria reads as follows:
1) a necessity for proven structural durability over a period of
ten to twenty years, readily available and ease of surgical
implantation, 2) absence of host reactivity harmful to valve
function, nonthrombogenicity without the use of anticoagulants,
and resistance to infective endocarditis, and -) central flow
24
orifice without transvalvular gradient.
Mechanical or totally artificial valves were mentioned
previously in this paper, but will not be a major topic. This
research project, which will be discussed later, dealt only
with biological valves for a few different reasons. One reason
is that there are a number of critical advantages that bio-
logical valves have over artificial ones. These advantages
allow the bioprostheses to adhere more closely to the required
criteria. The most important of these advantages are the
following: 1) The chances for thromboembolic complications
are much lower, which means usually no long term anticoagula-
tion therapy is necessary.) The more central flow better
simulates the natural valves, leading to an improved hemodynamic
j.
'V'_
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response when jetting does not occur. =) Hemolyss or the damage
to blood cells is reduced. 4) Failure usually progresses slowly,
thereby reducing the risk of sudden death and allowing the time
6,21
necessary to make corrections.
Historically, prosthetic heart valves have been tested to
obtain information on flow patterns created by the valves, on
their resistance to fatigue failure, and on the thrombogenicity
22
of the materials used in the prostheses. 	 These are three areas
of primary importance when estimating effectiveness of pros-
thetic valves. In terms of biological valves, it is known that
due to the glutaraldehyde fixation treatment the tissue is
stabilized, therefore it should not degrade biologically. In
fact, the tissue is encapsulated in the body immediately after
11,1=
implantation with a fibrous coating.
	 Thus with respect
to thrombogenicity, the bioprostheses perform very well; the
incidence of thrombosis is extremely low. So the durability
of the tissue in bioprostheses is mainly a function of its
capacity to withstand millions upon millions of repeated
mechanical loading events.	 The loading events are the opening
and closing of the valve, due to the existing pressure grad-
ients, for regulation of blood flow. The flow characteristics
immediately downstream from the valve indicate the degree of
competence of the valve itself.
This research project dealt with a combination of the
fatigue properties and the flow characteristics of bio-
prostheses. The response of the biological tissue, in these
NWAP
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valves, to fatigue or cyclic loading was measured by its hydro-
dynamic performance. In essence, a research project was done,
which combined accelerated testing and flow characterization,
using Laser Doppler Anemometry, as a means of assessing the
durability of bioprostheses. Separate studies have been done
on accelerated testing of bioprostheses and also on valve flow
characterization, however there has never been a correlation
between the two. it seems 1iE::ely that much pertinent informa-
tion would be obtained through this combined Study, since the
two areas of study are of critical importance and have a def-
inite relationship to one another. If it is actuall y/ possible
to monitor the flow characteristics of a replacement valve over
its lifespan, one may gain a better understanding of the fail-
ure modes that occur in vivo.
Many accelerated tests have been performed on bioprostheses
,p ith the results being somewhat difficult to interpret. The
relationship between in vitro accelerated testing and in vivo
11,24
clinical studies is somewhat undefined at this point.
	
The
durability or l i fespan of these bioprostheses  for in vitro
accelerated testing seems to be less, in terms of the number of
working cycles, then what IS usually found in vivo, but the
-failure modes and the -failure locations are identical in
11, 14,'4-gib
both cases.	 Accelerated testing is exactly what
it sounds liE::e. Prosthetic valves are placed in a tester which
forces the opening and closing of the valve at rates much
greater than those possible in the body. The average resting
r
e.
'C-
V
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adult has a heart rate of 72 beats per minute, so the heart
27
beats approximately between 35 and 40 million times a year.
Most accelerated testers are frequency adjustable and have a
range of between 600 and 2500 cycles per minute (beats /minute).
In essence, the valves in the accelerated tester can be operated
at between 9 and 35 times their normal rate. This allowed the
mechanical loading of the prosthesis a great number of times in
a very short duration, so as to simulate a long period of time
in the body with a short period of time in the accelerated test-
28
er.	 When using an accelerated tester, it must be keep in mind
that even though the pressure differential across the valve
during the closed phase can be adjusted to within the physio-
logic range, dynamic loads in the tissue may still be signifi-
14,23,24,26
cantly different then those normally found in the body.
The important point that is of interest, is not a one to one
correspondence between the failure time in accelerated testing
with the failure time in clinical studies, but is the response
of bioprostheses to repeated cyclic loading in terms of hemo-
and hydrodynamics. This is in order to assess the direct
effects that fatigue has on the function of the prosthetic
valve, which is the regulation of blood flow in a manner that
closely simulates the operation of the natural valve.
Laser Doppler Anemometry ( I...D.A.) is an excellent technique
for making a quantitative analysis of the flow characteristics
of prosthetic heart valves. The L.D.A. system was the major
tool used in this research project, hence it will be described
_	 \I
.__ ..	 ter► !• .. ^•^r I'fit 
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in great detail. This type of system has been used previously
for determining flow characteristics downstream from prosthetic
29,30
heart valves.
	
Dr. Ajit Yoganathan has done the most work in
this field, and would definitely be considered the expert. He
has been a tremendous help in previous studies utilizing the
L.D.A. In looking through the literature, it becomes quite
evident that almost all of this L.D.A. research has been done on
artificial or mechanical valves; very few cases of L.D.A. flow
31
characterization of a bioprosthesis have been performed.	 The
bioprostheses for the most part have a much more simplified
flow profile indicative of their close simulation to the natural
valve. The cusps open outward allowing for a more central flow
with minimal resistance. This is in contrast to almost every
type of mechanical valve. The mechanical valves such as the
ball and cage, the tilting disk:, the bi-leaflet, etc., all have
an obstruction Ian occluded that the fluid must flow around.
This naturally causes a deviation from the central flow profile,
and also introduces a number of other problems, including stag-
nation zones, flow reversals, jetting, and excessive shear
forces on endothelial cells due to high velocity flows near the
wall.	 There is, however, one type of mechanical valve
that is still under investigation, which has been modeled after
the natural valve, and thus has a large central flow orifice.
This mechanical prosthetic heart valve is the trileaflet poly-
34
urethane. To assure quality in the flow characteristics, L.D.A.
can be used for the determination of velocity profiles both in
Y_;.F
9the immediate vicinity and also somewhat downstream of any type
of prosthetic heart valve.
t.
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EXPERIMENTAL SET OF
L.D.A. Theory
Laser Doppler Anemometry is a non-invasive fluid flow meas-
urement technique. The actual measurements taken are velocity
measurements on particulate matter contained within the test
fluid. If done correctly these velocity measurements can be
directly correlated to the fluid velocity itself, in order to
obtain flow characteristics.
The signal necessary for data acquisition is obtained
through use of a high intensity: coherent light source (laser),
which is optically manipulated to produce a pattern of parallel
fringes within an ellipsoidal shaped measuring volume. This
probe volume is produced as a result of the intersection of two
coherent laser beams. 'The laser beams have a Gaussian intensity
distribution based on a
	 intensity points of the beams. A beam
that is Gaussian, has the characteristic of being a plane wave
at its waist (cross section of minimum diameter), but everywhere
=5,'b
else the beam is converging or diverging.	 The waist is also
called the Rayleigh range and is considered the region of ma>:-
imum beam convergence. The intersection of the two beams occurs
within the Rayleigh range of each beam, and this produces a
parallel fringe pattern at the cross over region. These fringes
appear due to the interference of the planar wavefronts of the
two coherent beams. The planar wavefronts are the alternating
electric fields of each beam, which constructively and destruct-
35
ively interfere.	 It is known that the intensity of the radia-
tion is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the
4 
1, 4-
11	 !
Field, therefore at regions of constructive
interference a bright fringe is produced and at regions of de-
structive interference a dark fringe is produced. As particles
in the fluid cross the fringes by passing through the probe
volume, they scatter light which is picked up by a stationary
receiving optics and photodetector system. The frequency of the
scattered light is Doppler shifted proportional to the velocity
,7
of the particles which are flowing through the probe volume.
Natural particles contained within the fluid are often adequate
seed for obtaining usable signals. However, artificial spherical
seed particles can improve the signal to noise ratio immensely,
when used correctly. If artificial particles are used three
basic guidelines should be followed for accurate measurements:
1) The particles should have minimal drag; that is they should
follow the flow without lagging behind, to give an accurate
representation of the actual fluid velocity; ') The particles
must scatter a sufficient quantity of light to produce measure-
able signals, and 3) Particle concentration should be high
enough for somewhat continous signal, but not too high as to
flood the signal processor thereby reducing the accuracy of
?S-'7
one's results.
Signal Generation (Optical System)
The L.D.A. system which was used in this research project
is a rather complex one (Fig. 1). Its many components will be
­—.1 m; 10 4 t= rt, wHa* m -t ensi ve,
	
Fi rst, there i s a Hel i um-Neon
}
s^
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laser which produces intense monochromatic light, power rated
at 15 milliwatts. The beam e x iting the laser is collimated to
control beam divergence, which in turn assures that after the
beam is split the intersection point of the two focused gaussian
beams will be at the waist of both beams. Intersection at the
waist guarantees parallel fringes within the probe volume,
thereby enhancing overall signal quality and the signal to
5-37
noise ratio.
The collimated beam is then split into two beams of equal
intensity. The two beams are parallel and leave the beamsplitter
50 mm apart, both 5 mm from the position of the incident beam
or optical a;s i s. The plane of polarity of the two exiting beams
is perpendicular to the plane of polarity of the incident beam.
The reason for this is that the plane of polarization dictates
the direction of propagation, of the alternating electric fields
for each beam. To obtain good fringe contrast and desirable
fringe placement, it is necessary that the polarization planes
of the exiting beams be in the horizontal plane. This insures
that the propagating electric fields will have maximum inter-
ference, both constructively and destructively, at their inter-
'6
section point further down the optical axis.
	 This also guaran-
tees that the fringes will be positioned such that they are per-
pendicular to the mean flow direction, which is desirable in
this case.
As one continues doom the optical axis, the next component
is the Bragg cell, which is driven by a frequency shifter power
r	 ^^
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supply and downmixer. The Bragg cell uses the interaction of
one of the laser beams and high frequency ultrasound in a glass
3 
medium to shift the frequenc y of that beam.	 The other beam
is allowed to pass with no interaction or frequency change. The
downmixer has an effective frequency shift range of 2 KHz to
10 MHz in a 1, 2, 5 sequence. The Bragg cell automatically
causes an effective 4o MHz frequency shift which the downmixer
reduces before the signal is sent on to be analyzed. The Bragg
cell is a very useful component due to its many applications,
which include correction for directional ambiguity, removal of
pedestal frequency or D.C. component of the signal, optimization
of signal frequency range for effective use of the signal pro-
cessor, and many others. 	 In essence, through frequency
shifting one of the laser beams relative to the other, the
fringe pattern created within the probe volume is given a spe-
cific velocity of its own proportional to the shift frequency.
This reduces the problem of directional ambiguity by causing the
detected Doppler signals to differ, not only when the magnitude
of the velocity of the particles going through the probe volume
differs, but also when the direction of the particles going
through the probe volume changes. For most applications_, the
pedestal (low frequency D.C. component of intensity variation)
removal is accomplished by a high pass filter built into the
downmix circuit. Also the input conditioner in the signal
processor has its own effective frequency ranges in which
analyzation of signal is most efficient and accurate. The
1
kv
is
Doppler signal can be appointed a frequency within one of these
effective ranges through the use of both the Bragg cell and the
downmixer.
When making on-axis backscatter measurements, the receiving
optics and photomultiplier system are the next components in
line. If however work is being done in the forwardscatter mode,
then the beam spacer and expander immediately follow the Bragg
cell, and the receiving optics and photomultiplier system, in-
cluding a collecting lens, are placed on the other side of the
test fixture. The receiving assembly is comprised of a lens and
mirror system which focuses the signal from the collecting lens
onto the photodetector aperture. The photomultiplier detects the
light signals and sends the information obtained, in the form of
analog signals, to the signal processor to be analyzed.
Opt i mization of the probe volume is accomplished by adjust-
ment o .,,e beam spacing. At this point both beams are parallel
and spaced 50 mm apart with one beam frequency shifted relative
to the other. In order to minimize the probe volume, thus en-
abling measurements in very small flow regions and maximizing
the resolution, it is necessary to expand the beam. However, the
maximum allowable beam spacing for the beam e x pander entrance
is 35 mm or less. Therefore a beam spacer is used. The beam
spacer reduces the spacing from 50 mm to 13 mm. This reduction
to 13 mm allows the use of a smaller transmitting lens along
with the beam expander. After the beams have been spaced down to
17 mm, they enter the beam exn4m rf :er, which expands both the beam
C+
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spacing and the beam diameter by 3.75-. . This expansion allows
the focusing (transmitting) lens to focus the beams down to a
reduced intersection point, which yields a smaller probe vol-
ume diameter and probe volume length. This greatly increases
the accuracy and efficiency of the whole system and improves
the signal to noise ratio.
If the system is correctly aligned, then there will exist
a perfect intersection of the two laser beams at their waists.
As mentioned earlier, this intersection region is called the
probe volume or measuring volume and has an ellipsoidal shape.
The probe volume will contain within it, a pattern of parallel
fringes through which the fluid will flow and measurements will
be taken.
Signal Processing (Electronic System)
------ ----------
Now that the optical set up is complete, and particles
within the fluid are passing through the probe volume, light
signals begin to be picked up by the photodetector. At this
point it is necessary to analyze the information obtained by the
photodetector, which is now in the form of analog signals. A
signal processor is used to receive this information from the
photodetector and to make the decision either to accept the sig-
nal and analyze it, or reject it. The signal processor consists
of four modularized electronic functions. The modules are the
following: the input conditioner, the timer, the readout, and
the analog output.
17
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Input Conditioner:
The input conditioner allows one to set certain criteria
which must be met for acceptance of a signal. When a signal is
accepted, it is converted into the form of two intervals which
are quantified by the timer. One interval is a representation
of the time necessary for a specific number of Doppler cycles
to be produced by a particle passing through the light and dark
fringes; the second interval represents the time taken for half
that number of Doppler cycles :o be generated, within that same
burst. This second interval is used to eliminate poor signals,
and will b,! explained later when discussing the timer. The input
conditioner contains a high and a low pass filter, which filters
out a large percentage of noise coller.ted by the photodotector,
while allowing the signal to pass through. To further facilitate
signal to noise improvement a Schmitt trigger circuit is includ-
ed in the input conditioner. The Schmitt trigger threshold level
of 50 mV or 10o mV peat; to peak: must be exceeded for signals to
be sent ahead for analy:ation. If the threshold is not exceeded,
there will be no signal sent on to the timer. This is the pur-
pose of the adjustable gain and amplifier in the input condi-
tioner. The signal processor will accept signal amplitudes of
10 mV to 2 V peak to peak. If a signal comes in with too large
an amplitude, a red indicator light on the panel illuminates; if
the signal is below the Schmitt trigger threshold then no indi-
cator light will come on and the gain can be set accordingly.
The gain should be set such that a green indicator light just
18
_-i and off. This means that the signal is
tty
exceeding the Schmitt trigger threshold without saturating it.
Sufficient time must be allowed between each signal for analy-
nation and signal processing to be done accurately. The filtered
signal which goes to the Schmitt trigger is available at the
filtered analog output jack on the input conditioner front pan-
el. Broad band noise levels  at this output must be kept below
50 mV, so as not to exceed the Schmitt trigger threshold. If the
noise level is too great, then the signal processor will be in-
hibited and will provide inaccurate results. The next criteria
which must be met is the minimum cycles per burst setting. The
minimum cycles per burst mode is indicated on the front panel
of the input conditioner by the white numerals which vary from
1 to 5. The red numerals, which immediately follow the white
ones, indicate that the total burst_ mode is in operation. These
are the two modes wt',j _h dictate the length of the interval to be
timed. In the minimum cycles per burst mode an incoming signal
must contain at least an equal number of cycles in comparison
to that which is set; but only the set number of cycles will be
quantified by the timer. However, in the total burst mode even
when the minimum number of cycles is exceeded, the whole inter-
val is quantified by the timer. When using the Apple microcom-
puter interface for automated data collection, one must work in
the minimum cycles per burst mode. The software package for the
microcomputer requires one to set the number of cycles contained
in each signal burst which are to be quantified by the timer.
TIM E"	 7"m
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The Apple receives this information in digital form from the
timer, but it can not differentiate the total number of cycles
in each burst that were quantified. The cycle settings vary from
1	 5
2 or 2 up to 2 or 32. Depending on the number of fringes in
the probe volume and the frequency shift used, one can be very
selective as to what signals will be accepted, through the use
of the minimum cycles per burst criteria. Finally, there is an
added amplitude limiter on the input conditioner which is rarely
used. If the fluid contains very large particles whose erroneous
signal cannot be filtered out, then the amplitude limit comes
into play. It sets the maximum D.C. component amplitude that
will be accepted. This is sufficient since larger particles gen-
erally give a higher amplitude D.C. component then do smaller
particles.
Ti mer :
The function of the timer is obviously to measure the in-
tervals generated by the input conditioner. The timer is made up
of a high speed clock with 2 nanosecond resolution. The leading
edge of an interval gates the clock. into a counter, and the
trailing edge turns the counter off. The size of the interval is
therefore recorded in the counter for the set number of cycles
on the input conditioner. The timer also makes a measurement on
v	 the size of the interval for half the set number of cycles in
that same signal burst. This allows a comparison to be made on
the cycle times between the two intervals. The signal will be
(i)
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rejected, if symmetry or accuracy of the burst is off by an a-
mount greater than that comparison percentage which one sets_ on
the timer module. The compared cycle times should be very close
for a good symmetrical signal, assuming the probe volume has, as
it should, a symmetrical fringe pattern. If noise is disrupting
the signal, but the signal has been able to pass through the in-
put conditioner criteria, this comparison analysis will cause it
to be rejected. Usually the only problem with signals that reach
this comparison point is something called shot noise. Shot noise
is the result of more than one particle passing through the
probe volume at the same instant. Because of the constructive
and destructive interference of the scattered light given off by
each particle, the final signal received by the photodetector,
and therefore the signal processor, is asymmetrical and thereby
erroneous. This is one reason why particle concentration is of
importance. The readout provisions in the timer moduli include a
12 bit digital output with a 4 bit exponent. There are two modes
in which the exponent can be used (manual or auto-range). In the
manual mode the exponent setting fi;;es a timing range, no matter
what the actual timer measurement is. If the timer measurement
exceeds the fixed range of the set e;;ponent, then a red indicat-
or overrange light will appear, and the signal information will
be discarded. Also if the actual timer measurement is too small
in comparison with the fixed range, then the timer output will
be very close to zero, and therefore neither accurate nor use-
ful. In the auto-range mode, the range will automatically fix
a
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itself for times smaller than the exponent set. Again, if the
timer measurement exceeds the limit that can be auto-ranged due
to the exponent setting, the red overrange light will appear and
the data will be foregone. In essence a digital filter, to fil-
ter excessive interval times, is produced. Also present on the
timer panel are a data ready output jack, a monitor output ,jack:,
and a digital output 37 pin plug-in data connector. Whenever a
Doppler burst is accepted, a 0.61 microsecond pulse is generated
.,
at the data ready jack output and is on the data ready line
which is a part of the digital output. The data rate results
from the counting of these pulses by a frequency counter, or in
this case the readout module. The monitor output jack gives an
analog version of the upper 1U bits of the 12 bit mantissa, in
other words an analog voltage proportional to the interval time
is given off. Finally, the digital output connector is used for
interfacing the signal processor with a computer containing the
appropriate hardware and software packages.
Readout:
The readout module is ne,<t in line. Here the display of the
analog voltage proportional to the interval time or proportional
to the Doppler frequency is given, depending on where the signal
is generated. The analog signal can be obtained from the timer
t: module and is equivalent to the signal generated at the monitor
output jack.. The timer module and readout module are internally
wired for this. However, a more accurate signal can be obtained
i -.,
P t,
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externally, using the analog output module. As stated earlier,
the signal produced at the monitor output jack is an analog
version of the upper 10 bits of the 12 bit mantissa, but the
signal provided by both output jacks on the analog output panel
is an analog version of the whole 12 bit mantissa, thereby an
improvement on the accuracy of ones results is obtained. The
display of the analog signal is done through a digital voltmeter
with the heading "OUTPUT (volts)". Also the time constant can be
set from the three choices available. This output display can
even be converted to read direct frequencies and velocities by
the appropriate calibration factor. The data rate display, as
stated earlier, operates as a frequency counter and records the
data ready pulses from the timer module through internal wiring.
Also there exists different resolution settings, and underneath
that, there are available two input jacks which allow for exter-
nal signals to be displayed. If an external signal source is
used, then obviously the switch above the jack must be set to
external, and if signals used are taken from the timer module
and are therefore internally wired, the switch must be set to
internal. The voltage input used to receive a signal from an ex-
ternal analog voltage source can be hooked up to either of the
two outputs on the analog output module for increased accuracy.
The input for the external data ready source is generally not
used, but can be an effective tool if more than one frequency
counter or pulse rate accumulator is employed.
3=
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,analog Output:
The last module in the signal processor cabinet is the an-
alog output module, which has already been discussed somewhat in
the previous paragraph. One output jack gives an accurate analog
voltage signal proportional to the time required for the specif-
ic number of Doppler cycles (minimum cycles per burst mode),
while the other output jack gives an accurate analog voltage
proportional to the Doppler frequency, by inverting the analog
time signal. The accuracy for the Doppler frequency can then be
maximized by setting the frequency range through use of either
the 10:1 or 100:1 setting, which ever appropriately encompasses
the pertinent frequencies.
O
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The Aortic Flow Chamber
--- ------ ---- -------
The aortic flow chamber (Fig. 2), which was used in the
L.D.A. section of this study, was primarily designed by Dr. Ajit
Yoganathan of the Georgia Institute of Technology. Permission
was received from Dr. Yoganathan, who is considered an expert in
the field of L.D.A. used for flow characterization of replace-
ment heart valves, to take his design and improve on it when
building the aortic chamber for this project. The chamber is
made up of two parts, the inflow section which extends up until
the valve housing, and the outflow section which begins at the
valve housing and continues into the sinuse s_ of valsalva and
out to the aorta. The inflow section has an entry region that
e.-tends o' in length and is made out of 1" (25.4 mm) internal
diameter plastic tube. The entry region allows for the flow to
fully develop prior to coming in contact with the valve. The
outflow tract from the left ventricle into the aorta is next.
 1It is a 1 11	 •in diameter hole bored out of a ­^ 11,.. ^. 5^1 ^;; ^^1 . 5" solid
piece of plexiglas. One outflow section consists of the sinuses
which measures approximately 1 and '/S inches in length. This
area corresponds to a bulbous region at the root of the aorta
into which the leaflets or cusps of the aortic valve fall back.
when the valve is completely open, allowing uninterrupted blood
flow. The first 0.75" of the sinuses is a hole of 1.25" diameter
bored out of a 8"> 2.5"x 2.5" solid piece of plexiglas. This
region then tapers down into the 1" in diameter aorta. These
dimensions were utilized in an effort to simulate in vivo condi-
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tions and were obtained through autopsy reports and fluoroscopic
movies made ofatients with bio rostheses by Dr. Yo anathan.P	 P	 9
The inflow entry region is connected to a Little Giant pump set
in a o.86% NaCl saline bath with an output of 25 1/min steady
flow rate. This flow rate corresponds to the peak systolic flow
F 29, 32, 33, 38
at cardiac outputs of about 4.5 to 5 1/min. In other
words, the worst conditions that the valve would be subjected to
in the heart of a normal human being at rest (not exerting one-
?y
self physically) were addressed.
	 The outflow portion is
connected to a f1owmeter (Brooks Instruments 111! ; ) which allowed
monitoring the pump's output. Finally, the flowmeter dumps the
fluid back into the recirculating bath. The bath was maintained
at temperatures approximating that of the body, in order to more
closely simulate in vivo conditions.
Test Valves
The decision as to the types of valves that were to be
tested in the chamber was based on the fact that, in terms
of the bioprostheses, the pericardial valves hold some distinct
advantages over the porcine ones. One obvious advantage is that
there exists no size limitation with the pericardial valves.
These valves can be custom designed to meet any specifications.
This is due to the fact that the bovine pericardium, the fibro-
serous membrane surrounding the heart of the cow, can be cut and
13
shaped into any size leaflets or cusps.
	
However, with the por-
cine valves this limitation is quite apparent: no size variation
27
is possible since the valve is taken, as is, directly from the
pig's heart. Another very important advantage of the pericardial
over the porcine valves is an improved hemodynamic performance
due to the design of the valve itself and to the relative align-
40-44
ment of the leaflets. 	 It has also been speculated that the
pericardial valves have a lower rate of thromboembolic complica-
44
tion in comparison with the porcine valves.	 This led to an
investigation of two pericardial valve designs, one manufactured
by Shiley Inc. and the other manufactured by Edwards Labs.
The two specific valves which were used in this study are
the tri-cuspid Ionescu-Shiley Low Profile Mitral Valve and the
tri-cuspid Carpentier-Edwards Low Profile Aortic Valve. both
are comprised of bovine pericardium mounted on a flexible stent
and have been chemically treated in a glutaraldehyde solution.
Throughout the rest of this paper the Ionescu-Shiley and the
Carpentier-Edwards valves will be referred to as the I-S and
C-E valves respectively.
The I-S valve has a flexible stent made out of Delrin,
which is covered with porous Dacron. The stent or orifice
diameter is listed as 23 mm., while the mounting diameter
20,45
(annulus) is 27 mm.	 The C-E valve on the other hand, has
a flexible stent made out of Elgiloy, an alloy of Co. and Ni.,
chosen for its corrosion and fatigue resistance along with its
high strength and biocompatibility, which is covered with por-
ous polytetraflucroethylene. Its orifice diameter is listed
20
as 26 mm., while the mounting diameter is also 27 mm.	 The
KM-
J)
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flexibility of the frame and the porosity of the cloth covering
are critical. The frame acts as a shock absorber reducing the
loading shock to the rest of the valve, and the porosity of the
18,46
cloth facilitates desired tissue ingrowth and encapsulation.
^9i
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
L.D.A. Methods
After careful and thorough rinsing of each valve with
saline solution, Lhe valves were placed in the aortic flow
chamber for the initial L.D.A. measurements prior to acceler -
ated testing. Distinct points on each valve were noted, so that
when the valves were again placed in the aortic chamber the
positioning would be the same. Flow characterization was done
by mapping out the velocity profile across the central plane of
the chamber. Measurements were taken at positions of 0.75" into
the sinus region, just beyond the open leaflets, and at 1.5"
from the valve housing, just into the aortic region. At the
location of 0.75" into the sinus region, the ability to measure
a full profile, while staying in the very near vicinity of the
valve, existed. At 1.5" downstream, there were indications as to
the type of flow going into the aorta, and also as to the extent
that residual effects existed due to the fluid flowing through
the valves. Multiple channel traversings were made until at
least two or three acceptable full profiles were acquired at
each location. In mapping out one profile, three to six mean
velocity measurements were made at each point in the channel.
These mean velocity measurements were each composed of 400
unique data points obtained due to the crossing of the fringes
in the probe volume by the seed particles, u.45 microns in
diameter microspheres, in the saline solution. This large
accumulation of data greatly increased the accuracy of the
results and gave an indication as to its reproducibility. The
IE.
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aortic flow chamber was placed on top of a vertical jack which
was fastened onto a milling table. This set up procured the
three degrees of freedom that were necessary for positioning the
chamber and allowed for incremental movements of as small as
25.4 microns. The increments across the channel, at which point
data was taken, varied depending on the location in the channel.
Increments were made as small as 0.25 mm. when close to the wall
and at critical regions, and as large as 2.5 mm. when in the
center of the channel. usually a total of 15 to 20 average
velocities (average of the mean values) were accumulated per
profile. Flow characterization was also done on the aortic flow
chamber with no valve present. This demonstrated the inherent
flow characteristics due to the design of the chamber itself.
Thus, when analyzing the data, the ability existed to differ-
entiate those inherent characteristics from the ones resulting
from the flow through the valve. Profiles were mapped out at
the same locations as when a valve was present, o.75" and 1.5"
downstream from the valve housing. Also profile% were deter-
mined at the locations of 1.5" and 0.75" upstream from the valve
housing as a verification to the existence of full y
 developed
flow. If fully developed flow exists, then the velocity profile
47
will remain unchanged from then on, in the direction of motion.
When assessing the L.D.A. data a few things must be kept in
mind. The identification of the exact location in the flow
channel was rather difficult if not impossible. The use of a
solid piece of plexiglas alleviated the index: of refraction
71
problem as the laser beams propagated through one medium to
t
another, however, it did not correct the problem entirely.
There still existed the problem of a focal length change as the
beams propagated through other mediums besides air. This focal
length continued to change with movement across the channel.
Thus, it was necessary to determine the number of units needed
to turn the micrometer dials on the milling table for each given
increment of distance, taking into account these focal length
changes. A simple computer program was written in Basic for the
Apple to do this for any given desired movement (Table D. It
worked well, however it was based on the fact that the outer
wall o4 the chamber could be accurately located, and that the
chamber dimensions were precise. Focusing on the outer wall
was not easily done. At times, what appeared to be wall signal
(shift frequency signal) was picked up at various locations,
spaced out as far as a few hundred microns. An attempt to be as
consistent as possible was made. Also the solid piece of plexi-
glas showed some variations in width which were not easily cor-
rected, because of the most important highly polished surface
finish. When building the aortic flow chamber at the F.D.H.,
sections were bored out as close to the desired dimensions
as possible, however, many days had to be spent on the lathe
polishing the inner surface of the chamber to achieve the essen-
tial transparency. This also altered the dimensions slightly.
Therefore, even though the spacing between velocity profile
points was known, the ex act location of each point in the flow
o^
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100 TEXT HOME
r	 110 UO a 0
120 PRINT : PRINT
130 PRINT "INPUT DISTANCE DESIRED TO MOVE IN CHANNEL (mm.)"
140 INPUT DD
150 PRINT : PRINT
160 PRINT "INPUT WINDOW THICKNESS DT; IF IN THE SINUS REGION
THEN DT= 15.875, BUT IF IN THE AORTIC REGION THEN DT=19.05"
170 INPUT DT
180 DA - (163.39 - DT - DD)/(1.331)
190 U = (121.1 - DA)/(0.0254)
200 U 1 = U - UO
210 PRINT "UNITS REQUIRED TO MOVE : "U1
220 PRINT : PRINT
2 •J0 UO = U
240 PRINT "INPUT Y TO CONTINUE":INPUT A$
250 IF A$ = "Y" SOTO 115
26o END
Table I. basic Program for the Determination of Required Units
chamber was not. For the most part, this problem did not greatly
affect any of the results, however, when viewing certain veloc-
ity profile overlays, one may notice a slight shift in the "X"
or the distance direction as a result of it. Nevertheless, what
really is of interest is the shape of the profiles, and how that
shape changes after successive accelerated test intervals.
4Accelerated Testing
----------- -------
The accelerated tester (Shelhigh Fatigue Test System #2) is
somewhat easier to understand and operate than the L.D.A. system
(Figs.3 & 4). The motor and motor arm, with variable stroke set-
tings, are connected to a linear platform which oscillates back
and forth as the motor turns. On the linear platform is the
vibrating plate with six vibrating bars running horizontally.
While the motor turns, the motor arm drives the linear platform
forwards and backwards, which causes the vibrating bars to
compress the rubber hose on each side of the test chamber
alternately. This compression of the hose causes an external
pressure to be imposed on the incompressible fluid. The internal
pressure inside each chamber must be zero. To accomodate the
external pressure the fluid is displaced in the chambers, which
causes the opening and closing of the valves. There are a total
of three test chambers assemblies; each is actually made up of
two valve housings. Therefore a total of six valves can be
tested at one time in the system. Each valve housing has two
pressure ports so that pressure drops across the valves can be
measured, and physiologic conditions maintained. Also a heating
element sits between the chambers, and the chambers are encased
allowing regulation of the temperature inside the system. On
the control console the temperature and speed controls are
t	 found, along with a timer, a digital temperature readout, and
an R.F.M. meter.
O
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The existence of fully  developed flow  was verified by the
L.D.A. measurements made at 1.5" and o.75 11 upstream from the
valve housing (Figs. 5 & b). As seen in Fig. 7 the overlay of
these profiles demonstrates a good match. The peak velocities
and the shape of the profiles are the same at different
locations in the chamber, a good indication of fully developed
47
flow.	 ?
As mentioned previously, the possibility existed that the
design of the chamber could, in itself, alter the flow patterns.
Therefore profiles in the sinus and aortic regions were obtained
with no valve present (Figs. 8-13). In Figs. 10 & 13 it can be
observed that these seem to be parabolic velocity profiles with
no flow reversals present in both the sinus and aortic regions.
The sinus region is synonymous with the location of 0.75" down-
stream from the valve housing, while the aortic region is
synonymous with the location of 1.5" downstream from the valve
housing.
After the chamber's inherent flow characteristics were
determined, the I-S valve was placed into the aortic flow
chamber. At this point the valve had not been subjected to any
cyclic_ loading. Figs. 14-18 show the results in both the sinus
and aortic regions, Figs. 19a & 19b show the overlays for each.
Fig. 20 (composite of Figs. 10 & 19a) shows a tremendous change
in the flow characteristics that takes place due to the presence
of the I-S valve. In Fig. 10 the profiles indicate the existence
of a symmetrical flow pattern that almost appears laminar, how-
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(negative velocities) occurring near the walls.	 These flow
reversals occur behind the leaflets and close to the walls. When
air bubbles are allowed to infiltrate the system a swirling
action can be seen behind the leaflets, qualitatively verifying
the area of flow reversals. This seems logical because mere
exists very high velocity flows in the orifice, which continue
out to the leaflets' edge. This continuation turns into an
overflow at the end of the valve, and progresses behind the
leaflets. The region behind the leaflets, however, is one of
very low pressures in comparison to what is seen in the orifice.
This causes the swirling action to be present as long as the
flow through the valve continues. In the aortic region (Fig.
19b), the shape of the velocity profiles look very similar to
those without a valve present (Fig. 1^:). The peak velocities
do look: somewhat different, which is accounted for by the fact
that the high velocity turbulent flow from the sinus is dumping
into the smaller aortic region. No other residual effects e>;ist
at this point, since all velocities are positive (Fig. 19b).
The I-S valve was then removed and the C-E calve put in its
place. Since both valves have the same mounting diameter, the
housing did not have to be altered. The data from the measure-
ments made in both the sinus and aortic regions is contained in
Figs. 21-25, with the overlays in Figs. 26 °< 27. This is the
initial flow evaluation prior to any accelerated testing. Again,
O
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in the sinus region what is observed is quite similar to what
was seen with the I-S valve. The indication of turbulent flow
with flow reversals near the walls is present in Fig. 26.
Nevertheless, the magnitude of both the peak velocities and the
negative velocities is greater for the C-E valve in comparison
with the I-S valve. The data indicates that the high velocity
flow area is somewhat smaller with the C-E valve. This would
account for the larger magnitudes since the constriction would
cause higher pressures through the channel leading to larger
velocities. The aortic region shows a different behavior than
that which has been seen previously (Fig. 27). The profiles
exhibit a certain amount of negative flow towards the outer
wall. The existence of these residual effects from the sinus
region might be explained in a few different ways. The fact
that the flow reversals were only seen on one side indicates
that the valve leaflets do not open symmetrically, a fairly com-
mon problem with bioprostheses. Another factor that may have
contributed to the flow reversals could be the fluttering of the
outer wall leaflet. Leaflet flutter was present with the C-E
valve, much more so then was observed with the I-S valve.
After initial flow characterization, the valves were doCU-
mented and photographed using a Penta;,
 =5 mm. camera with three
extender tubes, and then placed into the accelerated tester. The
valves were also viewed under optical microscopes to determine
their condition. It was found that the leaflets were in good
shape, but had become a little dirty while in the flow chamber
O r
ko
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(Figs. ,"618 & 29). The dirt lid not appear to cause any damage to
the tissue and when the valves were operated in the accelerated
tester, the dirt was agitated off completely. The accelerated
tester was run at the speed of 130o R.P.M. using the saline
solution. Dr.Shlomo Gabbay, from the Albert Einstein College
of Medicine, helped design the accelerated tester, and maintains
that the system can be operated at speeds of at least 16oO and
48
even possibly 18 i^i►
 R.P.M.	 Some of the heart valve manufac-
turers seem to feel this rate is too high, even when maintaining
physiologic closing pressures. In fact, Dr. Gabbay has noted
in a paper which is in publication at this time, that when
operating at these high rates in vitro many different types of
48
leaflet tears have been observed.
	 Most of these tears seem
to have some correlation with what is seen clinically, however
Dr. Gabbay does admit that a few of these tears are unique to
48
the accelerated tester and have no clinical correlation.
	 The
accelerated tester operating at 1_'►00 R.P.M. still opens and
closes the valves at approx imately 18x the normal rate. The
temperature inside the system was kept at 37 degrees celsius
(body temperature), while closing pressures were maintained
within the physiologic ranee for both valves. The physiologic
48.49
range is considered to be between 60 and 10f? mm.Hg pressure.
Closing pressures at the beginning of the first accelerated test
interval were approximately 60 mm.Hg for the I-S valve (Fig. 30)
bo
_0	 and GO mm.Hg for the C-E valve (Fig. ^11). For the first accel-
fe
erated test interval, the plan was to run the system through
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10 million cycles. However, a tear was noted on the I-S valve
after 9.38 million cycles. The first interval was stopped at
this point and the closing pressures were again recorded at 60
and 70 mmHg (Figs. 32 u 33) . In Figs. 34 & 7.5 a complete tear
can be seen in the lower right hand corner of one leaflet, while
a second tear is about to occur in the upper middle section of
another leaflet. The position of the I-S valve had shifted
slightly in the chamber just prior to this tearing. This shift
in position caused no change in the operation of the valve,
still a correlation between the tear and the position shift may,
in fact, exist. However, Dr. Gabbay has just completed a fatigue
study on 10 I-S valves of the same type, and he stated that
initial failures were recognized in over half of his test valves
in as early as 3 million to 15 million cycles. Some complete
48
failures even occurred prior to 8 million cycles.
	 The C-E
valve appeared to be operating at full capacity with no apparent
difficulties at this time (Figs. 36 & 37).
After documentation, the valves were placed bac}:: into the
acri+ic flow chamber for the next L.D.A. evaluation. In Figs.
3S-41 the profiles are given  for the I -S valve after 9.78
million cycles in both the sinus and aortic regions. The
overlays (Figs. 42 & 43) show a great amount of reproducibili-
ty. In comparison with the profile shapes of Figs. 19a °, 19b,
those in Figs. 42 & 41 do look very similar. This is quite
interesting because it demonstrates the fact that even with
basically two tears present in the leaflets of the I-S valve,
C
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the valve was still operating successfully under steady flow
conditions. This refers back to the discussion of the advantages
of bioprostheses over the totally artificial ones. The point of
interest being that the failure of bioprostheses usually pro-
gresses slowly, thereby reducing the risk of sudden death and
allowing the time necessary to make corrections. In the case of
the totally artificial valves, failure is almost always cata-
strophic and leads to immediate patient death.
The C-E valve also underwent L.D.A. evaluation after the
first accelerated test interval (Figs. 44-47). When comparing
the overlays of Fig. 26 with 48, the shapes do look: similar but
Fig. 48's profiles appear somewhat smoother. Part of that might
be due to the fact that measurements taken for Fig. 48 were not
as close to the inner wall. At both of the walls the velocity
obviously drops to zero; this is preceeded by a decrease in the
magnitude of the velocity at points very close to the walls.
Also the leaflets did not appear to be fluttering as much as
before, which might account for the lower magnitude negative
velocities in Fig. 48 and t . ? nonexistent negative velocities
in Fig. 49. In the overlay in Fig. 49 the profiles which were
measured under the same conditions do not demonstrate repro-
ducibility of data. They do show some similarities throu gh fh=
channel up until the near vicinity of the outer wall; close to
the outer wall there does exist large unexplainable variances.
At this point the investigation of the I-S valve was
complete. The valve had been taken to initial failure in the
O
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accelerated tester. It was placed back into a container filled
with saline for storage. The study continued using the C-E
valve. The next step was to place the C-E valve back intointo the
accelerated tester for another interval of cycles. Since each
accelerated test chamber holds two valves, another valve was
needed to run opposite the C-E valve. A ball and cage valve
was chosen mainly out of the curic13ity to see this type of valve
in operation. There seemed to be a fair amount of vibration
in the system due to the opening and closing of the ball and
cage valve. This became apparent when making the closing
pressure measurements on the tissue valve. Small variations
appeared in the peak values, but none exceeded the 100 mm.Hg
physiologic limit. Multiple photographs were taken to guar-
antee this fact ( Figs. 50-52). The closing pressure for the
C-E valve was in the range of 80 to 90 mmHg. The accelerated
test continued to run smoothly up through appro >: imately 20
million cycles on the C-E valve. At that point, a few areas of
thinning at the upper part of the prong were noted, where the
tissue is sutured in place. The decision was made to allow the
system to keep running !until a tear in one or more leaflets
could be discerned. At 23.?l million cycles a tear became evi-
dent in one leaflet at the region of thinning. Closing pressure
measurements were again made indicating an 85 mm.Hg cicsing
pressure (Fig. 5^), and then the valve was removed for visual
inspection. This type of tear was found to be somewhat common
1',44,48,50
both clinically and also as a result of fatigue testing.
r.r .r .. ^^a^ sir f^.+4 a.-^w
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The region of failure may not be easily seen in the photographs
(Figs. 54, 55). so a schematic drawing has been added for clari-
48
fication (Fig. 56). 	 As was true with the I-S valve, the C-E
valve was still operating successfully with one tear present and
two others about to occur. The evidence for this claim is
contained in Figs. 57-62. The sinus region profiles in Fig. 61
are very similar in shape and peak: velocities to the previous
set in Fig. 48. The profiles in the aortic region (Fig. 622 ) looE::
even better then those seen in Fig. 49, and again no residual
effects from the sinus region are present, in the form of flow
reversals.
The final data analysis comes from comparative velocity
profiles at various accelerated test intervals overlayed onto
one another (Figs. 6.3-66). These final profiles were obtained
through averaging all of the corresponding data points, and thus
they should be the most accurate. In Fig. 6 -3 the profiles of the
I-S valve resemble each other in shape but are noticeably dif-
ferent in peak: velocity. This is also found to be true in
Fig. 64. When looking at the C-E valve data (Figs. 65 1:4 66),
the same result is seen. The peak velocities show a marked
difference for either the I-S or C-E valve with Zero c ycles as
compared to the same valve with 9.Z8 or 2=.91 million cycles on
it. This difference always takes the shape of a decrease in peak
velocity with fatigue. If one looks closely at the sinus region
data for both valves (Figs. 6• &< 65), even though the shapes do
resemble each other, there is a definite difference in the width
a
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of the profiles. T^' profiles from the fatigued valves are
wider, indicating in essence a larger flow area. This of course
would go hand in hand with a drop in peak velocity. As the
cross-sectional flow area becomes larger, the internal pressure
differential in the system will become smaller. This drop in the
pressure differential causes the fluid velocities to also be
reduced. One other point that comes to mind from the C-E valve
data (Figs. 65 & 66) is that the profiles obtained after the
second accelerated test interval look somewhat similar to the
ones obtained after the first interval. Thi.s could be an indi-
cation that the major changes which take place in the valve
occur after the first few million cycles.
In terms of time frames, Dr. Gabbay states that at
accel er • Fted rates of	 R.P.M. and closing  pressures of 70
to 8U mm.Hg, there exists a 122
 to 1 ratio between time to fail-
48
ure in the Shelhigh F.T.S. #2 and the time to failure in vivo.
He also states that at	 R.P.M. with closing pressures in the
48
same range, the ratio drops to 4 or 6 to 1.
	 At a	 R.P.M.
rate with closing pressures ranging from 6(? to 85 mm Hg, an
estimate of the ratio between the onset of failure  i n the f a-
tique tester and what is seen clinically should be about 7 or 8
to 1. Since the initial failure of the I-S valve occurred at
approximately 9.4 million cycles in the fatigue tester, the same
type of failure should have occurred at about 75 million cycles
in a patient. Remembering that 40 million cycles corresponds to
one year's worth of use, signs of initial failure in a patient
87
sho+.ald have occurred just prior to two years of implantation.
'The C-E valve would not have shown signs of initial failure
until about 190 million cycles, corresponding to just under 5
years of implantation.
project was to assess the durability of
98
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E
certain bioprostheses through the use of a study which combined
L.D.A. measurements with accelerated testing. An attempt was
made to correlate infcrmation obtained through the use of these
two research tools. The results of this study indicate that the
hydrodynamic performance does, in fact, change with fatigue
(time in use). The major change that occurred was a drop in
the peak flow velocity due to an increase in the high velocity
cross-sectional flow area. It seems that the collagen fibers in
the pericardial tissue undergo a rearrangement of some type, as
51,52
can be seen by the thinning areas in the leaflets.
	 Tissue
does not work harden like a metal, but instead becomes more
flaccid in certain areas. This flaccidity leads to tears, which
were apparent at approximately 9.4 million c ycles for the
Ionescu-Shiley valve and at about 24 million cycles for the
Carpentier-Edwards valve. The corresponding implantation time
to initial failure was appro x imately	 and 5 years for the
Ionescu-Shiley and Carpentier-Edwards valves respectively.
The characteristic peak flow velocity change is easily
identifiable by L.D.A., but L.D.A. can only be done in vitro.
There is a technique used, however, for the investigation of
stenotic vessels in vivo called Doppler Ultrasound. This
technique is used to measure peak blood flow velocities. If
Doppler Ultrasound could be used at specified time intervals
in the near vicinity but downstream from a tissue valve, it
might be possible to monitor the functioning of the tissue
r
O
84
valve in vivo over time. At this point, there does exist another
biological problem which has not been addressed, called calcifi-
cation. basically, this is the deposition of lime salts in the
tissue of the bioprostheses. This causes the tissue to become
J3-55
rigid and the valve to become stenotic. 	 However, those in-
volved in the field of bioprostheses seem to believe that the
calcification problem will be overcome in the near future,
56
through different tissue stabilizz ing methods.
	 Therefore,
Doppler Ultrasound may become a feasible technique for moni-
toring the function of bioprostheses over time in vivo.
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